The paper presents new approach for improving method for quality evaluation and selection of equipment (devices and machinery) by applying distinct functions. Quality evaluation and selection of devices and machinery is a multi-criteria problem which involves the consideration of numerous parameters of various origins. Original selection method with distinct functions is based on technical parameters with arbitrary evaluation of each parameter importance (weighting). Improvement of this method, presented in this paper
Introduction
Quality evaluation of equipment (devices and machines) is a multi-attribute decision-making problem which is important issue for an effective production system, which can be used in selection process. Most common approach is to evaluate several alternatives which should be ranked according to various qualitative or quantitative criteria. During evaluation of machinery for given working conditions numerous factors, such as technical, economical, ergonomic, etc., should be taken into consideration. Purpose of this task is to acquire the best possible alternative for given restrictions. However, the importance of technical characteristics in evaluation or selection process is emphasised by many researchers but it was not deeply investigated.
Recent researches of several authors are suggesting application of operational research methods such as analytical hierarchical process (AHP), analytical network process, and preference ranking organization method for enrichment evaluations (PROMETHEE) [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] . Also, some authors investigated possibility of application of Fuzzy sets [6, 7] or more general approach to machinery selection [8] .
It should be mentioned that particular issue in solving the problem of ranking of various alternatives is assigning the importance or weight to each criterion. Some recent re---------------searchers are using simple assessment grades [7] , while the other are incorporating Fuzzy theory to convert linguistic variables-descriptions into weight parameters of each criterion, such as Fuzzy simple additive weighting [9] , or combination of Fuzzy theory and multi-attribute decision making tools [10, 11] .
On the other hand, weighting for AHP and PROMETHEE methods is based on comparison of pairs of criteria, resulting in general ranking of criteria, as described for PRO-METHEE example in [5] . Main disadvantage of this approach is unstructured weighting procedure, which is by definition subjective process, and it can generate unrealistic results. For solving this issue, it is proposed to use Delphi method for the purpose of criteria weighting. Example of using the Delphi method for the purpose of selecting the most influential criteria by a few professional experts or decision makers is presented in [12] .
This paper describes improvement of the method for quality comparative evaluation of devices or machinery based on their technical characteristics [13] , with Delphi method. Reason for application of Delphi method was to reduce the subjectivity in the evaluation process, through structuring of weighting factors determination, which has impact on ranking of the machines.
Description of the new approach of quality evaluation method
Method for quality evaluation of devices and machinery was initially developed at the Faculty of Mining and Geology, University of Belgrade, Belgrade [14] , subsequently is improved [15] , and made available for use at computers [16] .
Final method which includes Distinct functions was developed in 2003 [13] . The latest method proposes the methodology for ranking of m alternatives, according to their n technical characteristics (parameters 
Conclusion about machine quality is drawn from the following criteria: the smaller p i , the better is alternative (device or machine). In fact, eq. (1) is measuring the distance of every parameter (i = 1, 2, ... , m) for each alternative (device or machine) from the one perfect alternative which has all the best parameters. Therefore, ranking can be established, where the best alternative has the smallest parameter, p i , meaning that the best alternative is one closest to the perfect alternative. Equation (1) includes factor ω j (j = 1, 2, ... , n) which represents the weight of the j th technical characteristic to the quality of the machine. Factors, ω j (j = 1, 2, ... , n) are in range from 0-1, but sum of all factors is equal 1. It is suggested that value of ω j should be determined according to the experience. This paper addresses the issue of determination of weight factor, ω, by using Delphi method.
The Delphi method is a proven and popular tool in information systems research for identifying and prioritizing issues for managerial decision-making [17] . Main principle of the Delphi method is that decision or forecast from a structured group of individuals is more accurate than those from unstructured group [18] . First applications of the Delphi method were in the field of science and technology forecasting. The objective of the method was to combine expert opinions on probability and expected development of the particular technology, in a single indicator.
Therefore, Delphi method is a structured communication method, originally developed as a systematic, interactive forecasting method which relies on a structured group of experts [19, 20] . The experts are providing answers to given questions in two or more rounds. After each round, a facilitator provides an anonymous summary of the experts' answers from the previous round. Thus, experts are encouraged to revise their earlier answers in light of the replies of other members of their panel. This process is narrowing the range of the answers and the group will converge towards the correct answer. Finally, the process is finalized after a pre-defined stop criterion and the median scores of the final round determine the results.
For the purpose of determination of weight (ω) for each characteristic of machine it is suggested to organize panel of experts' survey with at least two rounds. First round would include marking-scoring of each characteristic of the machine, while the second round would enable experts to revise their initial scoring with knowledge of replies of other experts. Additional rounds can be organized, depending on the complexity of the machine, i. e. required accuracy. Although Delphi method can be considered as a subjective method, structured approach with panel of experts refining their opinions will surely provide more accurate characteristic's weights to be used for calculation of machine quality, eq. (1).
Control method -analytic hierarchy process
Case studies -examples given in following chapters uses AHP, as a control method. This method, developed by Saaty [21] , is a structured technique for organizing and analysing complex decisions. Also, this method is widely applied through-out numerous industries for solving multi-criteria decision-making problems. Therefore, only basic description is given in the paper.
The AHP is based on opinion of experts for the purpose to decompose a problem into hierarchies [22] . Therefore, it can be said that this method is a subjective one. Complexity of problem is simulated by the numerous levels in the hierarchy, combining the developed model of the problem to be solved. Such hierarchy is then used to derive scaled measures for decision alternatives and the relative value that alternatives have against organizational goals and project risks. General example of hierarchy of AHP is shown in fig. 1 . The AHP uses matrix algebra for calculation of parameters in order to obtain optimal solution. The AHP is a well proved method in numerous industries. The AHP derives ratio scales from paired comparisons of factors and choice options, which are marked according to so-called Saaty scale [21] , which is given in the following Eight standard boilers used for house heating [23] are selected to present the improved machinery quality evaluation method with distinct functions. These machines will be evaluated according to their five characteristics, tab. 1. Highest value of each characteristic is the best one, except for the emission of NO x , which is taken into consideration by calculating reciprocal values in last column. Comparative values of technical characteristics for boilers are given in tab. 2 (matrix [Q]). It should be noted that number 1 appears at least once in each column, at place of the best parameter. Also, the biggest comparative value in each column is at the place of the worst parameter. Best boiler would be the one with all comparative values closest to the number 1, and this is calculated with eq. (1).
Table 2. Matrix [Q] -Comparative values of boilers
Delphi method was introduced in the next step, including establishment of panel of five experts, which was asked to rank characteristics of boilers according to their importance. After two rounds of facilitation values of weights for each characteristic was established, tab. 3. It should be noted that parameters related to AHP method are: λ max = 5.3778, CI = 0.0945, and CR = 0.0843.
Results of machine quality calculation according to eq. (1) are given in tab. 5. Calculations was also performed in same manner for case with equal weight parameters (ω = 1/5) and with AHP, for purpose to demonstrate the difference. [3] .
Case study -Example 2
A second example is provided, for the purpose of further suitability and reliability confirmation of Distinct functions with Delphi method. In this example we ranked five machines (underground loaders), which are evaluated according to their nine characteristics, tab. 6.
The best characteristic in column four, five, seven, eight, and nine is the smallest value, while the best characteristic in remaining columns is the highest value. This was taken into consideration by calculating reciprocal values in columns four, five, seven, eight, and nine. Comparative values of machines technical characteristics are given in tab. 7 (matrix Q). Same as in previous example, number 1 appears at least once in each column, at place of the best parameter. Also, the biggest comparative value in each column is at the place of the worst parameter. Best load-haul-dump (LHD) machine would be the one with smallest comparative p i calculated with eq. (1). As in previous example, five experts provided ranking of characteristics for loaders in two rounds of facilitation, according to Delphi method. Weights are given in tab. 8. Results of machine quality calculation according to eq. (1) are given in tab. 10. Similar calculations were also performed and results are provided in same table, for case with equal weight parameters, ω = 1/9, for purpose to demonstrate the difference. Table 10 also provides ranking of loaders according to AHP method. eter, which is direct result of allocating the weight with Delphi method to specific characteristics of the machine. It should be noted that ranking of machines obtained with Distinct functions with Delphi method completely corresponds with ranking obtained with AHP method.
Conclusions
Distinct functions with Delphi method can be used for comparative evaluation of quality to arbitrary number of machines according to their technical characteristics. Introduction of Delphi technique into this approach should minimize subjectivity through panel of experts, which are providing their opinions in at least two rounds. Case studies indicated the importance of allocating weight parameters to specific characteristics, which resulted in different ranking of alternatives-machines. Finally, presented method for quality evaluation of machines was validated by very similar ranking obtained by AHP method. Therefore, application of Distinct functions with Delphi method for quality evaluation of equipment, as presented in this paper, is justifiable and suitable for ranking of arbitrary number of alternatives-machines according to their technical characteristics.
